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President's Message
Rome Lavrencic

Who knew that when 2020 started the world
was about to undergo a tremendous change;
wrought with uncertainty and angst? I
certainly didn’t. In our schools, we saw an
unprecedented shift in how we delivered our
education programs to our students.
Classroom teachers worked in harmony with
education assistants, support staff,
administrators, parents, and students in
order to shift our teaching from in-class
instruction to remote learning practically in
the blink of an eye. Despite the confusion

and the thousands of questions we asked of ourselves, teachers showed students and the
world our resolve to deliver the best education we can. It made me proud to see teachers
unite by sharing lesson ideas, strategies to teach remotely, and helping one another
navigate the myriad remote teaching tools like Zoom, Skype, Google Classroom, MS Teams,
and the rest. For that, I want to say THANK YOU! Thank you for your continued patience and
professionalism as we all work together to navigate the next steps. I know you still have
many questions about what the return to your school this fall will look like. I know that the
uncertainty – particularly around this next stage – can be challenging. Despite this, the
adage “In it together” comes to my mind, and I firmly believe it rings true and it will lead us to
success with our students.  Throughout the summer, 25 BCTF teaching colleagues (myself
included) worked with the Ministry of Education and other educational stakeholders in four
different Working Groups for BC’s educational restart plan. BCATML was at that table
representing second language teachers and other PSAs by raising concerns and solutions to
the government’s working groups in order to make their plan better.

The Ministry has released its operational guidelines,
including health & safety guidelines and expectations
for the K-12 sector at each stage. These  documents will
be updated regularly as the working groups continue to
meet in the coming weeks and into the fall. You can visit
https://www.openschool.bc.ca/covidguidelines/
to review these guidelines. Direct any specific questions
you have about the plan to your local union
representative; especially on how the Learning Groups
will be implemented within your school. You can learn
more about BC’s Educational Restart Plan in a separate
article found in this edition of our newsletter.

https://www.openschool.bc.ca/covidguidelines/


With the return to school in September,
teachers will undoubtedly be hungry for
insightful professional development
learning opportunities. BCATML has you
covered in that department! Your
Executive and Conference Committees
have been working hard over countless
Zoom meetings to prepare our very first
online virtual conference with our national
partner, the Canadian Association of
Second Language Teachers (CASLT).
Welcome to Celebrating Languages
Without Borders 2020!  

Mark your calendars and save the dates for October 23 & 24. Teachers will benefit
from TWO days of professional development this October PSA day. It has taken us
over a year to plan our signature event, especially after the decision was made to
transition from a face-to-face conference to an online one.This conference will be
both a provincial and national one with participants attending remotely from coast
to coast to coast, and beyond. Teachers will see some sessions starting fairly early
for BC in order to accommodate those “tuning in” from Canada’s East Coast. With
over 100 sessions from which to choose, we are positive that our Celebrating
Languages Without Borders conference will help inspire and support you with your
classes this year. We are thrilled to welcome Katy Arnett and Kaleb Child as our two
plenary keynote speakers. As well, we have secured other inspiring speakers,
including Martina Bex, Luisa Canuto, Denis Cousineau, Angelica Galante, Catherine
Ousselin, and Maria Del Carmen Rodriguez de France. As always, BCATML will hold
its Annual General Meeting on Friday, Oct. 23 over lunch and we invite you to
consider running for office, vote in your new Executive Committee, and learn about
the initiatives and other activities of the Association. We have several door prizes for
you to win that you won’t want to miss out on. If you’ve kept your BCATML
membership active, you will benefit from a lower registration rate this year! Full
conference details and other perks are found throughout this edition of our
newsletter. Visit https://www.bcatml.org/registration.html and register today to
secure your spot with us. This will undoubtedly be a unique yet rewarding
experience for all language teachers. We hope to see you there!



The 2020-21 school year will undoubtedly go down in history. I am certain you have
many questions as to what this year will look like. It will be especially important to
self-monitor and take care of one’s own emotional and mental health. I encourage
you to reach out to family members, colleagues, and take advantage of professional
counselling services available through your health benefits, as needed. BCATML’s
Executive committee, including its Language Representatives, are here to help and
support you. We are working on developing a space on our website to provide
COVID-19 related resources and supports. Be sure to look for them this fall.
 
I know that for many, this fall presents many uncertainties. However, by staying
together, and by relying on and supporting one another, we can get through this.
We are, after all, in it together, as we have always been and will continue to do so.
With that in mind, I will leave you in the words of Dr. Bonnie Henry: Be kind. Be calm.
Be safe.
 
 
Rome Lavrencic



Welcome to Conference 2020!
Celebrating Languages Without Borders Conference 2020

 
As Conference Co-Chairs, both Kindra and Rome are very excited to share some highlights
about our upcoming online conference. BCATML’s Conference Committee has been working
hard this summer preparing for our October 23-24 event. We are very proud to offer you this
national level conference experience as we have partnered with the Canadian Association of
Second Languages Teachers (CASLT) to offer the Celebrating Languages Without Borders
Conference in beautiful British Columbia. Vancouver is our host city, but the conference will be
virtual with teachers attending from various places around the world.
 
We have planned an incredible conference experience for language teachers of all languages
around the world. Attendees will have the opportunity to connect with two incredibly talented
keynote speakers:
 
Kaleb Child (Musgamdzi) is well-known to BCATML members as the former Director of
Indigenous Education for British Columbia. As a member of the Kwakiutl (Kwagiulth) First Nation,
Kaleb is committed to Indigenous language and culture revitalization, as well as strengthening
rights-based relationships.
 
Katy Arnett is a Professor of Educational Studies at St. Mary’s College of Maryland. She is the
author of Languages for All: How to Support and Challenge Students in a Second Language
Classroom and co-author of Access for Success: Making Inclusion Work for Language Learners.
 
In addition to these two incredible keynote speakers, attendees will also have the opportunity
to sit in on sessions with our featured speakers. They are Martina Bex, Luisa Canuto, Denis
Cousineau, Angelica Galante, Catherine Ousselin, and Maria Del Carmen Rodriguez de France.
We invite you to read more about their inspiring presentations in this edition of our newsletter.
In addition to these motivational speakers, our Conference Committee has put together an
incredible array of workshops over two days for our first online provincial and
national conference. 



Attendees will find not only general sessions pertinent to all second language programs, but also,
sessions specific to English Language Learning, French, German, Japanese, Mandarin, Punjabi, Spanish
as well as other languages and Indigenous language revitalization. With over 80 sessions, not including
two conference keynotes and ten featured speaker sessions, attendees will undoubtedly have a
challenging time choosing which sessions to attend. Furthermore, some sessions will start earlier in the
day in order to accommodate those attending from Canada’s East Coast and vice-versa.
 
Attendees will also have the option to visit our online exhibitors’ hall to view demonstrations, check out
the latest available resources, purchase items, enter draws to win door prizes, and ask questions about
the different products and services. Our list of exhibitors is slowly growing, and we encourage all
teachers to take a mental break to visit and support our exhibitors.
 
As additional perks, our Conference team has also secured some tourism discounts for those
who visit Vancouver later this fall or winter. Teachers who register for our conference will also receive
discount vouchers for themselves and their immediate family to the Stanley Park’s horse-drawn carriage
rides and FlyOver Canada. 
     
While attending an online conference, it will be especially important to self-monitor and take mental
breaks, as needed. Many sessions will be recorded and available on our website for you to view at your
leisure. Don’t forget to attend some cultural performances we have lined up.   After all, celebrating
languages involves culture as well. Additionally, be sure to attend our online Annual General Meeting on
Friday, October 23 over the lunch hour. You will be updated on the Association’s activities, pass any
constitutional amendments, approve BCATML’s operating budget, nominate someone to the Executive
Committee and of course vote. There will be several door prizes to be won at this year’s AGM; you won’t
want to miss out.
 
You will find more details in this newsletter about our keynote and featured speakers,
workshops, sessions at a glance, exhibitors’ hall, and more. There will be many opportunities for
attendees to connect with colleagues and share ideas and strategies. We hope you will take some time
to join us in this unique two-day event.
 
Welcome to conference 2020! We know you will find our Celebrating Languages Without
Borders Conference to be jam-packed with inspiring sessions and motivational
speakers. Register today by visiting https://www.bcatml.org/registration.html! 
 
We can’t wait to connect with you!  Kindra & Rome

https://www.bcatml.org/registration.html














REGISTER NOW!
https://www.bcatml.org/registration.html

https://www.bcatml.org/registration.html




















BCATML Annual General Meeting

Friday, October 23, 2020   11:30 – 12:45 pm

Held online via Zoom from the Executive Hotel Vancouver Airport 

7311 Westminster Highway

Richmond, BC  V6X 1A3

AGENDA

1)   Call to order at 11:30 am

2)   Establishment of quorum and adoption of the AGM Agenda

3)   Acknowledgement of the Musqueam First Nation ancestral lands

4)   Adoption of the BCATML AGM Minutes of Friday, October 25, 2019

5)   Recognition of BCATML Executive & Conference Committee members

6)   BCATML Constitutional amendments

7)   President’s report

8)   Treasurer’s report; adoption of BCATML Operating Budget for 2020—21

9)   Election of BCATML Executive Committee 2020-21

10) Other business

11) Adjournment

12) Door Prizes



British Columbia's K-12 Educational Restart Plan
Rome Lavrencic

Over this summer, 25 BCTF teaching colleagues worked with the Ministry of Education
along with Principals and Vice-Principals, Parent Advisory Groups, the Provincial Health
Office, the First Nations Educational Steering Committee (FNESC), Provincial Specialist
Associations, and other educational stakeholder groups in four different Restart Working
Groups. BCATML was at that table representing second language teachers and raising
concerns and solutions to the government’s working groups to make the plan better. 
 
The Ministry has since released its operational guidelines, including health and safety
guidelines and expectations for the K-12 sector at each stage. These documents are living
documents and will be updated on a regular basis as the four Working Groups continue to
meet in the coming weeks and into the fall. Teachers are recommended to review these
guidelines by visiting https://www.openschool.bc.ca/covidguidelines/ or by clicking on the
links below and asking questions to their local union representative.

Health and Safety Guidelines: 
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/education/administration/kindergarten-to-grade-
12/safe-caring-orderly/k-12-covid-19-health-safety-guidlines.pdf
 
Operational Guidelines:
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/education-training/k-12/administration/program-
management/safe-caring-and-orderly-schools/planning-framework
 
Expectations for the K-12 Sector at Each Stage:
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/education-training/k-12/administration/program-
management/safe-caring-and-orderly-schools/planning-framework/expectations

https://www.openschool.bc.ca/covidguidelines/
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/education/administration/kindergarten-to-grade-12/safe-caring-orderly/k-12-covid-19-health-safety-guidlines.pdf
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/education-training/k-12/administration/program-management/safe-caring-and-orderly-schools/planning-framework
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/education-training/k-12/administration/program-management/safe-caring-and-orderly-schools/planning-framework/expectations


The question on everyone’s mind this fall is what are these Learning Groups, and how will
they work? Provincial Health Officer Dr. Bonnie Henry and Minister of Education Rob
Fleming announced that BC K-12 students will be organized into learning groups this
September as a measure to limit the number of in-person interactions and prevent the
spread of COVID-19. Under Stage 2 of BC’s K-12 Educational Restart Plan, the maximum
size of learning groups will be 60 for Elementary and Middle Schools each, and 120 for
Secondary. In response to the Restart Plan, the BCTF has raised several of the following key
health and safety concerns for government to address before school resumes:
 
• Classroom density reduced to allow for physical distancing;
• An option for remote learning, especially for medically complex children, that allows the
student to remain connected to their school and access the full range of
supports and services;
• Dedicated funding for improvements to school ventilation and HVAC systems to ensure
worksites meet or exceed COVID-19 requirements;
• All teachers supplied with two reusable face masks and a face shield by their employer; 
• All students supplied with reusable face masks at the start of the school year;
• Supplies of Personal Protection Equipment available as needed throughout the school
year;
• All adults and students 10 years and older be required to wear face masks when physical
distancing is not possible or practicable;
• Schools and worksites retrofitted with physical barriers for safety, where physical
distancing is not possible or practicable;
• Additional funding provided to ensure custodial cleaning of high touch surface areas is
completed twice during the day, in addition to regular cleanings;
• School equipment, including but not limited to technology and PE equipment, shared
amongst students be cleaned before and after each use;
• Protections for Teachers Teaching on Call who attend multiple worksites and come into
contact with large numbers of students; and
• Accommodations for teachers who are immunocompromised or have chronic
health issues. 
 
The health and safety of all teachers and students is the BCTF’s number one priority.
Naturally, teachers would like to see all students back in schools this fall, but it needs to be
safe. The rise in active COVID-19 cases has made it clear that more work needs to be done
to ensure teachers, students, and the families they all go home to, are safe. More work is
needed to ensure preventative measures exist in our schools before we reopen our
classroom doors. Teachers have a right to a safe workplace, as do students. We need a
solid plan in order to deliver the best education possible. It is my belief that we can find
those solutions by working together.



Two things that Madame used to do, come to mind. They are not new activities, but are ones that are tried and
true, in my opinion. These can very easily be modified and adapted for any language and skill level:

1. Vocabulary posters: Madame would tell us to draw a picture that illustrated 20 items along a given theme (for
example spring or autumn or Hallowe'en). As part of the assignment, we would have to label each item in French.
This is a classic example of learning vocabulary through pictures.  One time, she wanted us to draw a picture using
springtime as the theme. We had to make our own list of vocabulary and then label them on the picture. I decided
to label the same item twice because I was trying to be funny about it (having the sense of humour that I have)
and to see if Madame would notice.  Needless to say, she noticed, and I had to find an extra item to label. I was SO
outraged at having to find, draw, and label one WHOLE extra item! (Of course I wasn't serious about it).  I adapt
this assignment's difficulty level through having the students create sentences using whatever grammatical
structure that we are learning at the time; write a short story about what is going on in the picture or based on
the picture; or talk to each other about their pictures.

2. Stand Up Routine: Madame was famous for talking about random things, like picking up an object and just
talking about it. The goal, of course, was just to get us listening to the language.   One Monday morning, after a
pancake breakfast on the previous Friday, she presented her cold and congealed plate of pancakes and
proceeded to speak to us in French about what each item was, and to give us new vocabulary about that topic
(including the word for snot, which we thought was hilarious).  I find that when I do this with students, they are
riveted (most of them, anyway). It can often be surprising at how much students just want to listen to the
language being spoken and to try to understand what is being said. It gives them a true sense of accomplishment.
I try to do this as often as I can. These routines could be as simple as talking about what things are to making up a
story about how this paperclip changed your life.  Occasionally, I get the feeling that I want to do one of these on a
given day but I do not have a particular subject that I want to talk about. On days like these, I choose a random
object or two, like a flag and a pen, and just start to make a fantastical story about them. The quizzical looks that I
get from the students are quite comical. If you think about it, it's creating a different type of comprehension
because the story isn't predictable. Sometimes I end up having to change my entire lesson plan for that day when
the story gets a little out of hand.

Thinking of our past teachers can often give us ideas for our own practices. It has helped me a lot over the course
of my career. 

Wishing you all a safe back to school season,

Andrew McFayden

I am sure that every one of us has had a teacher in our past who we can
count as a role model. I know  I have been surrounded by such people for
my entire life. My parents and aunt are retired teachers, as was my
uncle. Outside my family circle, many people come to mind, who have
served as great professional role models.

Andrew McFayden, Other Languages Representative

One such person was my grades 11 and OAC 2 French teacher (I am
from Ontario). Madame had this way of teaching vocabulary that I have
not ever been able to replicate. However, I do use some of her methods
and activity ideas from time to time. When I first started teaching back
in 1995, I would periodically visit her at my old high school, when I was
home from B.C. for the  holidays. I would bounce ideas off of her with
such enthusiasm. Every now and again I would receive envelopes of
activities from her as well.



Old Tricks with a New Lease

Ping Li

BCATML Mandarin Representative

While recharging during summer vacation, I stumbled across an article on the Internet discussing

various ways to create choice boards in G suite. I have been using choice boards to differentiate in

my language classes for quite a few years, but now I was intrigued to design a choice board for my

new Mandarin 9 students. I plan to use this choice board to start building a good rapport with my

students, something that may not prove to be easy if we have to go back to remote learning and

establish learning goals. To that end, I created a digital Google doc choice board with the following

purpose in mind; to help me prepare my upcoming lesson plans:

1.     Get to know my students on a more personal level

2.     Find out about why they have decided to take Mandarin

3.     Try out their digital literacy levels

4.     Set the tone for their one semester of Mandarin learning

5.     Show them the themes of what they are going to learn

6.     Ask students to create their own choice board, as a final portfolio assessment to showcase their

Mandarin learning



Grace Ho (GH): How did you start learning
Japanese? What was it that drew you to
Japanese language and culture?
 
Kathy Shannon (KS): I first went to Japan in 1981, and
I taught English for a year in Osaka. At the time,  I
wanted a break from university at UBC. I thought
teaching English would give me a chance to see if I
really enjoyed teaching as I was in Education. I’ve
always been interested in Japanese culture. One of
my cousins who is deaf is married to a deaf Japanese
girl. I went to their wedding when I was 10. It was
amazing. The first trip after one year, made me want
to go back to Japan. I did take a class at UBC when I
came back, but at that time it was Tokyo dialect and I
was confused by some of the language I learned and
what I needed to learn. I then found a UBC exchange
program, and went back again for a year on
exchange. I stayed in a homestay and that was the
best experience. My language skills soared. They
were very patient with me.

JAPANESE TEACHER SUPERSPOTLIGHT: 

KATHY SHANNON SENSEI

Kathy Shannon Sensei retired from teaching this
summer after 30+ years at New Westminster
Secondary School. I met her at one of the Apple
Teacher Institutes, back in 2001, and was amazed at
how connected she was to Japanese culture and
language education, and how fearless she was with
learning new technology and trying different things.
 – Grace Ho, BCATML Japanese Rep

GH: How did you start teaching Japanese?
Which school were you at?
 
KS: After I came back from my third time in Japan – I
taught in a girls’ private school in Kobe for two years
– I investigated which schools may have a program.
New Westminster heard my name and called me;
they were looking for someone to take over their
existing program. I then started teaching Japanese at
New Westminster Secondary School in 1989. There
were only a handful of teachers teaching Japanese in
the public school system in BC at that time.



GH: What kind of teaching materials or learning resources did you use over
the years? Which ones were your favourites?
 
KS: A small Apple computer, a Gestetner (duplicating machine) and the Alfonso textbook in romaji
are what I started with. Eventually, that year we did use photocopiers and I could use the computer
to create materials. Nothing like today, however! The textbook Kimono came written in hiragana,
and after that there were a variety of books we could use. I eventually used Obento. I loved the
reference section for students.   I wouldn’t have gotten as far as I did, if it wasn’t for the
predecessors in Japanese who helped teachers. I am thankful for them. Betty Inouye, George Hara,
Bob Ward who helped everyone with their computers, and Michi Tsurumi who started Benkyokai,
our teacher get together support group.

GH: How did you get involved with Benkyokai (now NihongoBC) and the BCATML?
 
KS: I joined the executive with BCATML – great group of people. Professional and high achievers.
I would recommend anyone to participate for at least a year! Rome Lavrencic the
current president taught next door to me, a young teacher at the time. I
brought him to our conference to help, and then he got involved.
 
KS: Our Japanese teachers network Benkyokai had a meeting at New Westminster one Saturday.
Many teachers across the Lower Mainland showed up. Keen and dedicated, the Japanese
teachers are. We needed to decide on a new name and NihongoBC was born. 
 
GH: What do you feel has changed about how teachers teach and how students
learn over the last few decades?
 
KS: I believe each teacher brings their own style to the classroom. I love teaching kids the cultural
aspects of Japan just as much as teaching the language. But, we have so many resources now to
pull off the internet. I would encourage teachers to do as many tactile things about Japan as they
can. Use brush pens/fude, paper, etc. Kids are on computers all the time anyways, so show them
other options.
 
GH: What are your favourite memories about teaching Japanese?
 
KS: My exchange trips to Japan have been the highlight of my career. Eight times I’ve taken students
to Japan, while also hosting our MORIGUCHI exchange group at different times. The Kakehashi
project in 2013, was a wonderful experience. Clubs day at school by the Japan club was enjoyed by
all at the school. Seeing students excel in the Japanese language was great. Students surprised
themselves with how much they could learn. Testing themselves with hiragana and katakana
became a fun game!

GH: Which aspects of Japanese culture do you think are the most important
or most interesting for students to learn?
 
KS: Politeness, respect, looking out for others, sharing. The tactile crafts as I have mentioned
before.



GH: What is your advice for current teachers of Japanese in BC?
 
KS: Hang in there! Enjoy your time with the students. I’ve had students who I had never thought
might do well, then they send a letter from Japan! Who knew! You have a big influence! Others who
have moved on to interesting careers. Ask them to send a note from their travels, or different
experiences beyond the classroom. 
 
GH: How do you plan to spend your time now?
 
KS: I hope to still be connected with BC Japanese teachers! I love the outdoors and travel. BC is
great! I hope you have enjoyed getting out and about around the province. I’m currently keeping up
my Japanese on Duolingo and learning kanji, also studying French. I would like to travel more, and
of course get back to Japan for a visit. Maybe take a course about a Japanese craft. 
 
GH: Is there anything else you would like to add?
 
KS: Thank you’s to the BCATML, New Westminster Secondary, the Japan Foundation for the many
projects and workshops I’ve been able to participate in over the years, and Okada san and the
Japanese consulate/UNESCO for starting the Kakehashi Project. I approached Okada san for an
opportunity for students and the 50th anniversary of MORIGUCHI/New Westminster sister city
exchange. A two million dollar project  was initiated for 8 schools to do an all-expenses paid
exchange for students across Canada. Rome Lavrencic and I were the inaugural trip pulled together
in two months! To this day the Kakehashi Project still exists. I’m very grateful it happened! An
opportunity for students and their future in studying Japan and the Japanese language!



The First Half of 2020
By Grace Ho, Japanese Rep

The first half of 2020 was incredibly “interesting”. I
imagine many of us spent the summer reflecting on
the first half, and wondering how the rest of the
year would unfold. News about COVID-19 started
arriving in our newsfeeds in January. I remember
riding the SkyTrain downtown to attend the Birthday
Celebration for His Majesty The Emperor, on
Wednesday, January 29th, hosted by the Consul
General HATORI Takashi and his wife, Mrs. Yuji
YOON. It was a beautiful event. I even got a selfie
with UBC President Dr. Santa ONO and met
Vancouver Asahi Baseball Legend Kaye KAMINISHI!
While on transit though, I noticed a few people
wearing masks and wondered if they were ill. I
appreciated the courteous gesture of mask-wearing
that is so common in East Asia, but my instincts told
me not to stand too close to someone with a mask. I
had no idea that months later masks would be
recommended or mandatory for all, to avoid
spreading the COVID-19 virus, due to the simple fact
that carriers can be asymptomatic!

Consul General Takashi Hatori with UBC President, 
Santa Ono

UBC President Santa Ono taking selfie with Asahi 
Baseball Legend Kaye Kaminishi



As Canadian cases remained low, the 2020 Metro Vancouver Japan Bowl was held as planned on
Sunday, February 23rd at the Nikkei National Museum & Cultural Centre. This spectacular Japanese
language and culture competition is organized by the JET Alumni Association of BC, and this year
saw a record total of 66 students forming 23 teams from 10 secondary schools. All teams
competed in two preliminary rounds and each round consisted of 20 questions about Japanese
language, history, arts and culture, social sciences, daily life in Japan, popular culture, and current
events. The top three teams of the preliminary rounds advanced to the finals. This year’s winner
was Team 釣り⼈ from Port Moody Secondary. Special presentations included a taiko performance
by Canada Miyake Kai, A Glimpse into Voice Acting by Yurie HOYOYON, a bon odori workshop by
Satsuki Kai, information about MEXT Scholarships & the JET Programme, and a dance performance
by Paprika Grrrls (AKA some of my own students at McMath)!

During this busy gathering, it might have crossed my mind that virus spread could be possible, but
at the time, the news was still talking about COVID-19 as limited isolated cases. However, just a few
weeks later when the BC Japanese Speech Contest came around on Saturday, March 14th, a
pandemic was already declared and BC was starting to lockdown. Fortunately, due to quick
responses by the Japanese Speech Contest Organizing Committee, participants were still able to
deliver their speeches in person, socially distanced, to a room with judges but without a public
audience. First place winners in the High School Beginner, Intermediate, and Open Categories were
Hei Tung (Sabrina) Luk, Breanna Lu, and Nicolas Daichi Kobiyama respectively. The Canada National
Japanese Speech Contest became a live online event on Sunday, March 29th.

Spring Break was certainly an anomaly. Teachers leading student tours to Japan had to cancel
them; April in Japan saw record lows of people at tourist sites. I put plans for travel to Japan on hold
as well. I also had to cancel a field trip to the Vancouver Japanese Language School for the second
time! (The first time was due to the snow in January!) BC K-12 teachers – and parents - received a
record number of emails about how to “pivot” and restructure learning for after the break. Heritage
language schools also moved all their classes to an online platform, or cancelled them entirely for
the rest of the school year. The disruption to schooling and life in general was initially thought to
last a few weeks.



April, May, and June felt like an eternity. Making contact with students to get them all connected
with their coursework was a challenge. Then there were the ones who came on board in mid-May
requesting login info and asking what they missed! Can anyone relate? Class meetings happened
on Teams or Zoom, with some students forgetting because they did not set an alarm clock and
other students thinking it was fine to stay muted and not answer any questions. Completing
assignments was another challenge. I accepted both typed and handwritten answers since some
students said they could not type Japanese on their devices for whatever reason. I also witnessed
kanji conversions that made absolutely no sense at all and some work that was obviously translated
by Google. Can anyone relate? However, many students handled remote learning amazing well and
created spectacular work!

Summer finally arrived after those crazy months, and in July, NihongoBC teachers met via Zoom to
congratulate Kathy SHANNON Sensei on her retirement and to share remote learning experiences.
Please read the Japanese Teacher Super Spotlight article about Shannon Sensei’s incredible
journey in this newsletter!

The Japan Foundation, Toronto (JFT) held their Online Sawakai meetings throughout the summer
connecting teachers across the country to discuss various topics like ice breakers, speaking and
writing, and using Zoom. JFT also held their annual Summer One-Day Workshop as well as the
Summer Language Brush Up Workshop for Japanese-Language Teachers in August, again via
Zoom.

The Canadian Association for Japanese Language Education (CAJLE) organized an Online Gathering
to Share on Saturday, August 15th and hosted round table discussions on various topics with a
focus on remote learning. I presented on my extensive use of YouTube videos for practically
everything and showcased samples of my students’ video tasks that were cool enough to turn them
into YouTube stars!

I am writing this while we anticipate what the return to school situation will look like. I wonder how
we can socially distance in a classroom full of students. I try to picture language learning with masks
on and manipulatives removed. By the time you read this article, many issues may have been
addressed while new ones may have emerged. My hope is that the tension will not increase like it
did during the first half of the year, but that it will decrease and be done with by the end of the
year.

Last but not least, I hope to connect with educators in BC, across the country, and beyond, as
BCATML and CASLT host the Celebrating Languages Without Borders Virtual Conference on
October 23rd and 24th. It is certainly an “interesting” time for language learning and teaching.
Please REGISTER NOW! See you soon!

https://bcatml-caslt.ourconference.ca/

https://bcatml-caslt.ourconference.ca/
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Submitted by Angela Kleine-Buning
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Textos en français
Trish Kolber - French Rep

Petit lexique des SMS - voilà quelques abréviations courantes qui se trouvent
fréquemment dans les textos de nos jeunes. Si vous voulez bien comprendre les
messages des ados de nos jours, jete un coup d'oeil à cette liste:

slt cv ?      salut ça va ? 

vient          v1
  
we             week-end
    
xlt               excellent
  
xtrmt          extrêmement
  
ya               il y a





Submitted by Grace Ho



En varios idiomas se acostumbra usar
abreviaturas de texto (SMS) y símbolos  para
intercambiar mensajes cortos vía un teléfono
móvil.   Este modo de comunicación fue
desarrollado por los jóvenes para mandar
mensajes breves que se puedan escribir con
rapidez usando los dedos gordos. Esta nueva
forma del lenguaje español se amplió con
palabras simples, sin ortografía propia y la
ausencia de letras, comas y acentos.  Hay que
aprender esta nueva forma de escribir y leer
para poder entender el mensaje.   En la Red,
hay muchos enlaces donde hay listas de
abreviaturas que se usan en el mundo
hispano pero cada país tiene sus propias
costumbres, expresiones y lenguaje
cotidiano.
 
Por ejemplo, según mi amiga Mónica de
Montevideo, en Uruguay y Argentina se
acostumbra la abreviatura ‘ta’ que expresa
“está”, (está bien o correcto). Según Nico, mi
sobrino mexicano, la gente joven de México
no usa muchas de las abreviaturas que
existen en la Red. También me explicó que
muchas de las abreviaturas de SMS suelen
ser palabras vulgares. Con la edad, también
cambia la manera de expresarse con
abreviaturas pero las más comunes siguen
siendo empleadas y todo mundo las
entiende:

Según Nico, el uso de los emojis varía mucho
y se ve menos con gente en sus veintes. Los
símbolos que expresan estados de ánimo se
entienden en varios idiomas pero los jóvenes
por lo menos en México no los usan tanto.

Los idiomas cambian con el tiempo, con las
costumbres, y la tecnología.

SMS en español
por Shireen Cotterall

ntp        no te preocupes
k           que
tqm       te quiero mucho
msj       mensaje
pf          por favor
bbr        beber
qndo     cuando
salu2    saludos
a2         adios
tb          también
pq         porque
bn        bien

🙃 este emoji comunica algo sarcástico o de
chiste
😂 este emoji comunica algo chistoso que uno se
ríe y a la vez llora

: (     tristeza 
: )     alegría
: ‘ (    lloro
: S    confusión
: D    sonrisa
I o    bostezo

un mensaje entre dos
jóvenes en México

Referencia; https://emojipedia.org

https://emojipedia.org/
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